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a b s t r a c t

To construct dialogue-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) with sufficient pedagogical expertise,
a trendy research method is to mine large-scale data collected by existing dialogue-based ITS or
generated between human tutors and students to discover effective tutoring strategies. However, most
of the existing research has mainly focused on the analysis of successful tutorial dialogue. We argue
that, to better inform the design of dialogue-based ITS, it is also important to analyse unsuccessful
tutorial dialogues and gain a better understanding of the reasons behind those failures. Therefore, our
study aimed to identify effective tutoring strategies by mining a large-scale dataset of both successful
and unsuccessful human–human online tutorial dialogues, and further used these tutoring strategies
for predicting students’ problem-solving performance. Specifically, the study adopted a widely-used
educational dialogue act scheme to describe the action behind utterances made by a tutor/student in
the broader context of a tutorial dialogue (e.g., asking/answering a question, providing hints). Frequent
dialogue acts were identified and analysed by taking into account the prior progress that a student had
made before the start of a tutorial session and the problem-solving performance the student achieved
after the end of the session. Besides, we performed a sequence analysis on the inferred actions to
identify prominent patterns that were closely related to students’ problem-solving performance. These
prominent patterns could shed light on the frequent strategies used by tutors. Lastly, we measured
the power of these tutorial actions in predicting students’ problem-solving performance by applying a
well-established machine learning method, Gradient Tree Boosting (GTB). Through extensive analysis
and evaluations, we identified a set of different action patterns that were pertinent to tutors and
students across dialogues of different traits, e.g., students without prior progress in solving problems,
compared to those with prior progress, were likely to receive more thought-provoking questions from
their tutors. More importantly, we demonstrated that the actions taken by students and tutors during a
tutorial process could not adequately predict student performance and should be considered together
with other relevant factors (e.g., the informativeness of the utterances).

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Dialogue-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), similar to
onventional ITS like SQL-Tutor [1], Algebra Tutor PAT [2], and
Teacher [3], aim at helping students construct knowledge and
kills of different subjects by providing them with immediate and
ersonalized instructions or feedback. Compared to conventional
TS, dialogue-based ITS deliver instructions or feedback by having
atural and meaningful conversations with students [4], and are

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: guanliang.chen@monash.edu (G. Chen).
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2021.09.001
167-739X/© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
expected to act as competent as human tutors to engage students
and provoke more in-depth thinking and learning. Given the
promising potentials, both academic researchers and industrial
practitioners have put great efforts in building various dialogue-
based ITS, among which CIRCSIM-Tutor [5], AutoTutor [6], BEETLE
II [7], and Why2 [8] are notable representatives. Noticeably, these
systems have been deployed for use in practice and have assisted
millions of students with their learning.

Despite being popular, most of the existing dialogue-based ITS
are plagued by their inability in delivering personalized learning
experiences to students [9]. The current dialogue-based ITS, as
yet, fail to achieve their full potential and are unable to act as
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ompetently as human tutors [10]. One main reason is that these
ialogue-based ITS, more often than not, lack sufficient peda-
ogical expertise as human tutors in guiding students [11,12].
hat is, these dialogue-based ITS typically have little knowledge
bout the tutoring strategies that can be of use to facilitate
he tutoring process [13]. For instance, questioning a student’s
rogress of learning problems is a common strategy used to help
utors detect knowledge gaps of the student at the beginning of a
utorial session [14]. Then, in follow-up teaching activities, tutors
an better direct their efforts, e.g., introducing relevant learning
ontents and designing appropriate teaching activities to enable
tudents to develop mastery of those concepts. It should also
e noted that successful applications of such a tutoring strategy
ften depends on (i) a tutor’s experience (and domain/contextual
nowledge) in applying the strategy (e.g., when to ask questions
nd what type of question should be asked) and (ii) information
bout students (e.g., mastery level and learning progress) [15–18].
Numerous studies have been conducted to investigate how

ialogue-based ITS can be equipped with relevant pedagogical
xpertise to apply appropriate tutoring strategies [4,11,17,19–22].
n this strand of research, a recent trend is to mine large-scale
ata collected by existing dialogue-based ITS or generated be-
ween human tutors and students to discover effective tutoring
trategies [11,12,19,23]. However, existing data-intensive studies
ypically focused on the analysis of successful tutorial sessions
i.e., those in which students successfully solved problems or
chieved meaningful learning) and the identification of effective
utoring strategies that tutors should take. We argue that, to pro-
ide students with necessary help, tutors should also learn from
nsuccessful tutorial sessions and gain a better understanding of
he factors contributing to such failures. Therefore, unsuccessful
utorial sessions should also be analysed to better guide the
esign and development of future dialogue-based ITS.
This study aimed to identify the frequent tutoring strategies

sed by tutors in not only successful but also unsuccessful tu-
orial sessions by mining a large-scale human–human tutorial
ialogue dataset. The study also aimed to examine the extent
o which these identified tutoring strategies are predictive of
tudents’ problem-solving performance. Here, we described a
utoring strategy as the actions taken by a tutor in the tutorial
rocess (e.g., asking thought-provoking questions and provid-
ng hints). Formally, our work was guided by three Research
uestions:

RQ1 What actions are commonly taken by tutors and students
during tutorial sessions?

RQ2 What patterns of actions, i.e., one or multiple consecutive
actions, are associated with different levels of students’
performance in solving problems in tutorial sessions?

RQ3 To what extent are the identified actions and action pat-
terns predictive the problem-solving performance of stu-
dents in tutorial sessions?

To answer the above questions, we first employed a widely-
sed dialogue act (DA) scheme (proposed by [24]) to characterize
utors’ (as well as students’) actions behind their utterances in
tutorial dialogue. Then, the derived actions were analysed by
pplying a sequence analysis to shed light on the frequent tu-
oring strategies employed by tutors, which were further used as
nput for a well-established machine learning method—Gradient
ree Boosting (GTB) [25]—to measure the contribution made by
hese strategies in predicting students’ problem-solving perfor-
ance. To our knowledge, our study is the first to take students’
rior progress into account to reveal effective tutorial strategies
n human–human online tutoring. By analysing a large corpus
onsisting of both successful and unsuccessful tutorial dialogues,
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our study contributed with an in-depth understanding of tutors’
as well as students’ behaviour in human–human online tutoring
and offered empirical evidence to support existing good practices
(e.g., providing timely feedback to students) for the development
of dialogue-based ITS.

2. Related work

Tutoring strategies refer to principles and approaches em-
ployed by instructors to better assist students to learn in various
educational settings [15,26], e.g., raising a question to trigger
in-depth thinking and acknowledging students’ achievement to
motivate them to continue to learn. Effective tutoring strate-
gies play essential roles in helping instructors better direct their
teaching efforts and enabling students to construct meaningful
knowledge, and thus have been investigated for years [26].

Given the increasingly important role of dialogue-based ITS,
there have been growing debates and research endeavours on
investigating to what extend and how dialogue-based ITS should
be constructed to make use of effective tutorial strategies to
students. As summarized in [15], there are three typical methods
employed to develop dialogue-based ITS with tutoring strategies:

• Observing from human expert instructors. Researchers crafted
a set of tutoring rules by observing from human tutors’
effective tutoring practices, which were further incorpo-
rated into the development of ITS. Take AutoTutor [27] as
examples, which were developed by applying rule-based
algorithms to simulate human tutors to employ tutoring
strategies such as asking questions and providing short feed-
back to students. The strategies applied in AutoTutor were
demonstrated effective in assisting undergraduate students
to develop the mastery in introductory computer literacy
courses [27].

• Deriving from learning theories. The design and development
of an ITS were guided by well-established learning theo-
ries. For instance, by building upon the adaptive control
of thought theory [28], which describes the characteristics
of human cognition in the process of memory, [29] devel-
oped tutoring strategies such as decomposing the problem
into a set of sub-problems and providing timely feedback
on errors. These strategies were adopted by cognitive tu-
tors [29] and demonstrated benefits to promote high-school
students’ success rate in the studies of algebra, geometry,
and computer programming.

• Observing students. Researchers developed tutoring strate-
gies by observing how students of different characteristics
(e.g., gender, age, and mastery level in the learning subject)
responded to different teaching practices. For example, Ar-
royo et al. [30] analysed how elementary-school students of
different gender and different levels of cognitive develop-
ment reacted to various types of hints (e.g., hints provided in
a form of numeric symbolic or concrete visual shape) when
students attempted to solve mathematical problems.

It is worth noting that all of the methods described rely heavily
on the collection and analysis of the data generated between
human tutors and students or between ITS and students, es-
pecially the methods that involve observing from human expert
instructors and observing students [11,12,23,24,31]. As the first
step to reveal effective tutoring strategies, existing studies often
developed a coding scheme to characterize the actions hidden
behind the utterances made by tutors and students in a tutorial
dialogue (i.e., DAs) [32–34]. One of the pioneering studies in this
strand of research [35] proposed to use a five-step framework
to describe and characterize the process of one-on-one tutor-
ing including the following steps: (i) a tutor starts by asking a
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uestion; (ii) a student attempts to answer the question; (iii) the
utor provides feedback on the quality of the answer; (iv) the
utor and the student collaborate to improve the quality of the
nswer; and (v) the tutor assesses the student’s understanding of
he answer. By analysing two samples of tutorial dialogues, this
ramework was demonstrated as effective in identifying frequent
ialogue patterns that characterized the collaborative nature of
he one-on-one tutorial process. The effectiveness of this five-
tep framework was also validated in several studies [6,36–38].
s another example, Hennessy et al. [34] developed a coding
cheme to take interlocutors’ sociocultural backgrounds into ac-
ount (e.g., the relationship between the interlocutors), which
onsists of 33 dialogue act codes including express or invite
deas and nake reasoning explicit. Other representative
tudies on developing DA schemes include [24,39–41]. In partic-
lar, the scheme presented in [24] was developed by building
pon several prior schemes, which consisted of two levels of
A tags, with the first level describing the general flow of a
utorial process (e.g., a tutor raised a question) and the second
evel capturing more fine-grained information of a specific action
aken by a tutor/student (e.g., what type of question was asked
y the tutor). This DA scheme has been widely adopted in recent
tudies [42–46] and demonstrated effective in revealing varying
ialogue patterns.
With the DA tags determined for the utterances, effective tu-

oring strategies were investigated by analysing the relationship
etween students’ learning performance and dialogue actions
aken by tutors or students [11,24,47–52]. For example, Boyer
t al. [47] demonstrated that the actions performed by tutors
layed a significant role in delivering different kinds of learning
utcomes, e.g., actions offering encouragement to students were
seful in bolstering self-efficacy, while actions providing positive
ognitive feedback were helpful in boosting learning gains. In a
imilar view, Vail and Boyer [24] applied correlation analysis to
eveal actions and action bigrams (i.e., two consecutive actions)
hat were indicative of student learning, e.g., the action bigram
onsisting of positive feedback given by tutors after a confirma-
ion question from the student was positively correlated with the
earning gain of students. In particular, there are three studies
ost relevant to our work [11,12,19]. All of these three studies
ade use of the DA scheme developed by Morrison et al. [39]

o capture the interaction between human tutors and students
ecorded in a large-scale dataset consisting of over 19K tuto-
ial dialogues. To locate the effective tutoring strategies adopt
y tutors, Maharjan et al. [11,12] applied sequence analysis to
haracterize the significant action patterns displayed in successful
utorial dialogues. These patterns indicated that tutors tended
o be more expressive and encouraging at the beginning of suc-
essful tutorial dialogues and used more scaffolding strategies
e.g., providing a series of hints to students) during the tutorial
rocess.
Compared to the works described above, our work distin-

uished itself from several perspectives. Firstly, the studies pre-
ented in [11,12,19] relied on a large amount efforts of expe-
ienced coders to label the dialogues, which was rather costly
nd time-consuming. Our research, instead, applied the state-
f-the-art pre-trained language model BERT with a small sam-
le of labelled data as input to automatically infer the actions
aken by tutors and students and tutors in all tutorial dialogues.
econdly, most of the existing studies have mainly focused on
nalysing successful tutorial dialogues, i.e., those in which stu-
ents achieved meaningful learning. In contrast, we distinguished
ialogues in a more fine-grained manner by considering both
tudents’ prior progress in solving a task before the start of a
utorial session as well as the students’ ultimate problem-solving

erformance after the end of the session, and revealed action
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patterns that were specific to different categories of dialogues.
Thirdly, to our knowledge, our work is the first study to apply a
state-of-the-art machine learning method–GTB–to systematically
quantify the power of tutorial actions and action patterns in pre-
dicting students’ problem-solving performance in human–human
online tutoring.

3. Methods

3.1. Dataset

With the ethics approval from Monash University for sec-
ondary data use (Project ID 26156), we used a deidentified tu-
torial dataset that was prepared by an educational technology
company. The educational technology company provides a mobile
phone application for tutors and students to work together to
solve problems covering subjects like mathematics, chemistry,
and physics. With the mobile application, a student could take a
picture of an unsolved problem and initialize a request for help.
Then, the application connected the student with an experienced
tutor who guided the student to solve the problem by leveraging
texts and images to communicate. According to the policy of the
educational technology company, tutors should give their best to
guide students to solve problems by themselves and are disal-
lowed to directly share answers with the students. That means,
the dialogues contained in this dataset detailed processes of how
tutors and students collaborated to solve various problems.

Recall that this study aimed to reveal frequent tutoring strate-
gies occurring in not only successful but also unsuccessful tutorial
dialogues. Notice that students with different learning progress
often requires different support to complete a learning task. A
tutor is often suggested to select appropriate tutoring strategies
by taking into account the prior progress the student has achieved
before entering a tutorial session [53,54]. Therefore, we manually
labelled the dataset in two steps. That is, for each dialogue, we
first determined the level of prior progress that a student made in
solving a problem before talking to a tutor, and then further char-
acterized the level of problem-solving performance the student
achieved after the end of a tutorial session, as described below.

Step 1: Prior Progress. At the beginning of a tutorial session, a
tutor often raised questions to a student to learn about whether
the student had made certain progress in solving a problem. For
instance, a tutor might ask ‘‘Can you tell me what you have tried
so far?’’, and a student might answer ‘‘I haven’t tried anything’’ or
‘‘Yes’’ and then described the progress she had made. By man-
ually scrutinizing the first few utterances of a tutorial dialogue,
we were able to determine a student’s level of prior progress
and, correspondingly, labelled the dialogue as either With-Prior-
Progress or Without-Prior-Progress. In total, we recruited three
human coders to label the whole dataset. Each dialogue was
labelled by two coders and the disagreements between the two
coders were resolved by the third coder. The overall agreement
percentage score was 0.847 and the Cohen’s κ score was 0.735,
which demonstrated a substantial level of agreement.

Step 2: Problem-solving Performance. Different from previous
studies [11,12,19,24], we distinguished the performance level of a
student in a more fine-grained manner and labelled each dialogue
in our dataset to one of the following categories:

• Gap-clarified: a tutor was able to identify the problem but
uncertain whether the student had made any progress;

• Gap-explained: a tutor was able to identify the problem and
help the student make certain progress, but the student had

not identified a correct or full solution;
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able 1
he descriptive statistics of the dataset used in the study. With PP and Without PP denote With Prior Progress and Without Prior Progress, respectively. Mann–Whitney

tests were applied to examine the difference (Rows 5–9) between any two of the Gap-clarified, Gap-explained, and Gap-bridged categories in which students had
the same level of prior progress. All differences were significant (p < 0.01).
Metric All Gap-clarified Gap-explained Gap-bridged

With PP Without PP With PP Without PP With PP Without PP

1. # total sessions: 14,562 1,203 1,302 1,255 1,931 4,482 4,389
2. # total uttrances: 1,216,784 31,014 30,128 78,575 113,099 475,849 488,119
3. # tutors: 116 92 96 98 99 110 106
4. # students: 5,165 763 962 908 1,419 1,800 2,168

5. Avg. Sess Dur (mins): 30.27 ± 30.66 10.55 ± 7.64 9.75 ± 7.21 25.94 ± 19.03 22.88 ± 18.05 37.78 ± 32.17 38.60 ± 37.37
6. Avg. # Uttr/Sess: 83.56 ± 81.05 25.78 ± 16.68 23.14 ± 14.92 62.61 ± 43.79 58.57 ± 42.73 106.17 ± 87.62 111.21 ± 93.70
7. Avg. # Words/Sess: 647.75 ± 596.12 201.62 ± 131.81 198.13 ± 134.44 524.09 ± 351.18 489.56 ± 346.82 807.46 ± 649.08 845.28 ± 675.05
8. Avg. % Uttr by tutors: 58.42 ± 7.86 53.95 ± 9.49 56.46 ± 9.51 58.68 ± 7.82 60.25 ± 7.77 58.03 ± 7.07 59.75 ± 6.94
9. Avg. % Words by tutors: 78.36 ± 9.10 74.32 ± 11.80 80.54 ± 10.20 78.87 ± 8.59 82.21 ± 7.96 76.09 ± 8.69 79.30 ± 7.81
t

• Gap-bridged: a tutor was able to identify the problem and
guide the student to successfully solve the problem or a
similar problem.

In this step, each tutorial dialogue was labelled by an indepen-
ent educational expert employed by the educational technology
ompany that collected the dataset. To validate the reliability of
hese expert-crafted labels, we randomly selected 500 tutorial
ialogues and labelled them independently by using the same
oding rules. Our labels reached a percentage agreement score
f 0.884 and Cohen’s κ score of 0.787 with those expert-crafted
abels. We provided sample dialogues for each of these categories
n an electronic appendix, which is accessible via https://github.
om/bertDA/BertDA/blob/main/DA_Appendix.pdf
It is worth noting that the three dialogue categories were

n an ordinal scale relative to the level of students’ problem-
olving performance, i.e., there was an increasing amount of
roblem-solving progress obtained by students from the Gap-
larified dialogues to the Gap-bridged dialogues. The dataset orig-
nally consisted of 18,203 dialogues. Since tutors were unlikely
o deliver meaningful tutoring in short dialogues, we removed
ialogues that (i) contained less than 10 utterances; (ii) lasted
ess than 1 min; (iii) were difficult to be determined whether
student had made any progress before the start of a tutorial

ession or during the tutorial session, e.g., those in which a
tudent quit a session because no tutor was assigned to help the
tudent or a student did not reply to a tutor at all in the whole
utoring process. After removal, there were 14,562 dialogues left,
mong which about 92% were related to math tutoring. The
escriptive statistics of the dataset are given in Table 1. Most of
he dialogues were of the category Gap-bridged (8,871, 60.9%),
ollowed by Gap-explained (3,186, 21.9%) and then Gap-clarified
2,505, 17.2%). This suggests, in our case, more than a half of
he students successfully solved problems. Besides, over 47% of
he students had made certain progress before joining a tutorial
ession, and compared to their counterparts without any prior
rogress, these students were more likely to identify correct
olutions (i.e., Gap-bridged dialogues), which was in line with
ur expectations. Also, it would be intuitive to assume that, the
etter problem-solving performance achieved by a student, the
ore efforts the student as well as the tutor had invested in a

utorial session. To corroborate this assumption, we depicted the
haracteristics of the dialogues in rows 5–7 of Table 1. As we can
bserve, there was a steady increase from Gap-clarified and Gap-
xplained to Gap-bridged in terms of the session duration and the
umber of utterances and words contained in a dialogue.

.2. Dialogue act scheme and dialogue act labelling

In line with previous studies [24,39], we also characterized the
nderlying actions taken by tutors and students in a tutorial ses-

ion by using the two-level DA scheme presented in [24], whose
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effectiveness in depicting online one-on-one tutorial process has
been validated in several studies [43,55,56]. The structure of
the DA scheme is detailed in Table 2. Specifically, there are 12
first-level DA tags in the scheme, which can be used to portray
the general tutor–student interaction, e.g., tutors raised thought-
provoking questions to students (i.e., the tag Question) and
students answered the questions raised by the tutors (i.e., the
tag Answer). To capture more fine-grained information from
tutor–student interaction, the 12 first-level labels are further
expanded to 31 second-level DA tags. For instance, the tag Ques-
ion is extended to distinguish between types of questions raised

by tutors, including the questions requiring students to recall
specific learning concepts (Factual Question), the questions
prompting students’ critical thinking (Probing Question), and
the questions encouraging students to reason and reflect (Open
Question). Noticeably, some DA tags are pertinent to only tutors
or students while the others are pertinent to both. For example,
the tag Request Feedback can only be used to describe the
utterances generated by students to seek feedback, while the
tags Positive Feedback and Negative Feedback can only be
used to describe the utterances generated by tutors to provide
feedback to students. As for tags like Acknowledge (expressing
agreement with or acknowledgement of their interlocutors) and
Correction (correcting the typo errors made in their previous
utterance) can be used to describe utterances made by both tutors
and students. Recall that our dataset was obtained from a mobile
phone application used for online one-on-one tutoring, which
allows tutors and students to use not only texts but also images
to communicate. Based on our observations on the dataset, tutors
typically used images to provide hints to inspire students and
students often used images to seek feedback from tutors for the
partial or full solution developed by them. None of the existing
tags in the DA scheme can be used to depict these actions. There-
fore, to better capture the tutor–student interaction observed
in our dataset, we added two new second-level tags to the DA
scheme, i.e., Hint by Image within the first-level tag Hint and
Request Feedback by Image within the first-level tag Request
Feedback.

Considering the number of tags contained in the adopted DA
scheme and the number of tutorial dialogues contained in our
dataset, it would be a very time-consuming and costly process
if we purely relied on human coders to identify the DA tags for
the whole dataset. Inspired by Rus et al. [19,57], we labelled a
subset of the original dataset, which was used to train a classi-
fier by applying machine learning techniques and then further
used the classifier to automatically infer the DA tags for the
remaining data. Specifically, we recruited two educational experts
who have been involved in teaching for years as coders to label
50 randomly-selected tutorial dialogues in our dataset, which
contained a total of 3,629 utterances. It should be noted that
an utterance often contained multiple sentences and different

https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA/blob/main/DA_Appendix.pdf
https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA/blob/main/DA_Appendix.pdf
https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA/blob/main/DA_Appendix.pdf
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Table 2
The description of the DA scheme developed in [24]. The DA tags marked with ♣ are added by us to better depict the tutorial
process in our dataset. The column Role indicates whether a DA is only specific to tutors (T), students (S), or specific to both. (*
Operational Question tag was Originally denoted as Question in the DA scheme in [24]. We described it as Operational
Question to better illustrate the difference between this tag and other tags.)

First-level DA Tag Second-level DA Tag Role Examples in our dataset

Hint
Information T ‘‘It can be any one of the cards in the deck.’’
Hint by Image ♣ [Image]
Observation T&S ‘‘We have 80.’’

Directive Directive T ‘‘Check this definition.’’

Acknowledge Acknowledge T&S ‘‘Alright!’’

Request Confirmation Evaluation Question T ‘‘Does that make sense?’’

Request Feedback Request Feedback by Image ♣ S [Image]
Confirmation Question ‘‘Would the answer be 30?’’

Positive Feedback General Positive Feedback T ‘‘Correct!’’
Elaborated Positive Feedback ‘‘Your formula for period is correct!’’

Negative Feedback Negative Feedback T ‘‘No, it is incorrect.’’

Lukewarm Feedback Lukewarm Feedback T ‘‘Almost correct, but the sign is missing.’’

Correction Correction T&S ‘‘*We will’’

Question

Direction Question S ‘‘How do I do that?’’
Information Question ‘‘What are the units for W?’’
Probing Question

T

‘‘How many options can it be?’’
Open Question ‘‘What do you think we could try next?’’
Factual Question ‘‘What is the value of x?’’
Operational Question * ‘‘Any questions on this?’’
Ready Question ‘‘Are you ready to begin?’’
Extra Domain Question T&S ‘‘How are you doing today?’’

Answer

Yes-No Answer T&S ‘‘Yes, that would be very helpful.’’
WH Answer T&S ‘‘It is 6.’’
Ready Answer S ‘‘Yes, I’m ready.’’
Extra Domain Answer T&S ‘‘I’m good.’’

Statement

Explanation T&S ‘‘The straight line is the line on the bottom.’’
Greeting T&S ‘‘Hello!’’
Extra Domain Other T&S ‘‘Welcome to use this app!’’
Reassurance T ‘‘No problem, I will help you.’’
Understanding S ‘‘Ok, got it.’’
Not Understanding ‘‘I don’t know why.’’
sentences could indicate different actions (i.e., sentences could be
assigned with different DA tags), the labelling was performed on
a sentence level. Also, to enable enough fine-grained information
to be captured, we asked the coders to identify not only the
first-level but also the second-level tags for each sentence. Before
starting the labelling, the two coders were required to develop
a clear understanding of each tag contained in the DA scheme
and correspondingly crafted a set of labelling rules (e.g., sen-
tences containing keywords like ‘‘hello’’ and ‘‘welcome’’ should be
ssigned with the tag Greeting). Then, the two coders started
o annotate five tutorial dialogues together, through which the
abelling rules were revised and expanded to facilitate the subse-
uent labelling. Then, each of the remaining 45 tutorial dialogues
as labelled by the two coders independently and their overall
greement score was 0.77 (measured by Cohen’s κ), which indi-
ates a substantial agreement between the two coders and the
erived labels were reliable. The cases with disagreements were
esolved by inviting a third educational expert to discuss together
ith the original two coders. As we aimed to reveal the frequent
ctions and action patterns used in tutorial dialogues, only the
entences labelled with first-level tags which occurred in more
han 5% of total sentences were further labelled with second-level
A tags.

.3. Inferring educational dialogue acts

With the labelled data derived in Section 3.2, we aimed to
onstruct a classifier to automatically infer the DA tags for the
emaining dialogues. Driven by the great success achieved by

re-trained language models in deriving accurate representations

198
of textual data [58], which can be further utilized to facilitate
downstream prediction tasks (e.g., DA identification in our case),
we also used BERT [59,60] in our study. Notably, BERT has been
demonstrated as effective in various settings, even with a limited
amount of labelled data [59]. Here, we concatenated a single clas-
sification layer as the task model on top of BERT’s output for the
[CLS] and [SEP], which are the special tokens used in BERT em-
bedding to encode the information of the sentence segmentation
from the whole input data. As indicated in [61], the assignment
of a DA tag to a sentence often depends on the context in which
the sentence was uttered. Therefore, in order to make use of the
context related to a sentence for DA prediction, we concatenated
the following information for each labelled sentence as input to
train the classifier:

• The text of a sentence;
• The person who uttered the sentence (i.e., tutor or stu-

dent), which enabled BERT to relate the linguistic difference
of tutor/student-generated utterances to different tutor/
student-specific DA tags;

• The order of a sentence in a tutorial dialogue, which enabled
BERT to account for the occurrence likelihood of different DA
tags throughout a tutorial process;

• The session ID, which enabled BERT to capture the overall
context in which a sentence was uttered; and

• The text of the sentence preceding the current sentence,
which enabled BERT to pay specific attention to the local
context surrounding a sentence.

With the classifier built, the DA tags of the remaining di-
alogues were automatically inferred. Then, the distribution of
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hese DA tags in the whole dataset as well as in each category
f dialogues were further analysed to answer RQ1.

.4. Mining frequent action patterns

To answer RQ2, we employed the TraMineR package in R to
dentify the discriminant action patterns in our dataset.
raMineR is a popular tool used to mine, describe, and vi-
ualize discriminant sequences or discrete sequences of states
r events in data. Though primarily developed to analyse bi-
graphical longitudinal data, TraMineR has been successfully
pplied to other kinds of categorical sequence data, including
equences of actions in tutorial dialogues [11,12]. Specifically, we
sed TraMineR as follows: (i) we first extracted the frequent
ction patterns by counting their occurrence frequency in all
ialogues with the aid of the seqefsub() function of TraMineR;
hen (ii) these frequent action patterns were used as input to
he seqecmpgroup() function of TraMineR, which applied the
earson Independence Chi-squared test with Bonferroni correc-
ion to retrieve action patterns that can be used to discriminate
ialogues with different levels of student performance. To depict
ow discriminative an action pattern is, we further computed the
alue of Pearson Residual, which is a statistic used to compare
he dispersion of the observed action pattern with the expected
ccurrence and indicate the degree of its departure to the ex-
ected occurrence. A positive Pearson Residual indicates that
he actual occurrence of an action pattern is higher than its
xpected occurrence, while a negative Pearson Residual indicates
lower actual occurrence than the expected occurrence. Here, we
elected a p-value threshold of 0.01 so as to reveal the most likely
istinctive action patterns for different categories of dialogues.
t is worth noting that an action pattern is not necessarily a
ontiguous sequence of DAs observed in the data. Instead, the
rder of the observed DAs is preserved. For instance, (Tutor, In-
ormation)-(Tutor, General Positive Feedback) may be formed from
he contiguous sequence of (Tutor, Info)-(Student, Confirmation
uestion)-(Tutor, General Positive Feedback).

.5. Predicting student performance

rediction Model. For RQ3, we aimed to evaluate the effec-
iveness of the observed actions or action patterns in predict-
ng the problem-solving performance of students, i.e., predict-
ng which label (among Gap-clarified, Gap-explained, and Gap-
ridged) should be assigned to a tutorial dialogue. Essentially, this
an be treated as a multi-class classification problem. Examples
f typical techniques used for multi-class classification problems
re Naive Bayes, decision trees, and support vector machines,
hile recent studies suggested that techniques like Gradient Tree
oosting [62] can also be of use. Our recent study [63] utilized
his technique for predicting students’ satisfaction with a tutoring
ervice by leveraging a set of different features derived from
he dialogue discourse. GTB is designed based on the rationale
f ensemble learning [64], which states that multiple predictors
iming to predict the same target variable are more likely to de-
iver better performance than any single predictor alone. In fact,
TB is highly similar to random forests, both of which construct
ultiple decision trees as the predictors, and the final prediction

s generated by combining the predictions of all constructed
redictors with techniques like weighted average and majority
ote. It is worth noting that each decision tree is constructed with
random sub-sample of the data. By doing this, each decision tree
s slightly different from the others and more importantly, these
ecision trees together can adequately capture the characteristics
f the data and thus deliver better prediction performance. The
ain difference between GTB and random forests lies in that,
199
he predictors in random forests are constructed independently,
hich means, there can be multiple predictors producing the
ame type of prediction error. On the contrary, the GTB predictors
re built in a sequential manner, in which the errors produced
y previous predictors can be corrected by the latter predictors,
nd thus GTB takes less time to reach close to actual labels. In
articular, previous research has demonstrated the effectiveness
f GTB in dealing with various types of feature data for a wide
ange of machine learning problems. Therefore, in line with [63],
hose prediction task is highly similar to ours (i.e., classifying
ducational dialogues), we also adopted GTB as the predictive
odelling method.
Feature Engineering. To measure the extent to which the ob-

erved actions and action patterns in a tutorial dialogue can indi-
ate the problem-solving achievement accomplished by students,
e engineered the following three groups of features:

• # Individual DA: the number of a specific DA made by a
tutor/student in a dialogue;

• % Individual DA: the fraction of a specific DA made by a
tutor/student in a dialogue (divided by the total number of
the identified DA);

• # Significant action patterns: the number of significant
action patterns appeared in a dialogue (as discovered by
applying the method described in Section 3.4).

In total, we designed 218 features based on the DA produced
y both tutors and students, including (i) 18 first-level DA (here
out of the 12 original first-level DA are shared between tutors
nd students); (ii) 41 second-level DA (here 10 out of the 31 orig-
nal second-level DA are shared between tutors and students);
iii) the percentage of 59 first-level and second-level DAs; and
iv) 100 discriminative action patterns found by TraMineR. We
enoted these features as DA features. We acknowledged that a
tudent’s prior progress in solving a problem might be beneficial
n boosting the prediction performance. However, the acquisition
f such information relied on the manual analysis of the first few
tterances in a tutorial dialogue in our current study. As we aimed
o develop a prediction model that can be deployed for real-time
se in practice, i.e. the input features to the model should be
irectly and automatically engineered from the observed data,
e did not incorporate this into the feature set. In the future,
e plan to develop methods to automatically determine the prior
rogress of a student as a tutorial session proceeds, and further
ake this information into account for predicting problem-solving
erformance.
Though we mainly focused on DAs produced by tutors and

tudents in this study, as student performance may not be solely
etermined by the DAs, it would be necessary to include other
elevant features to quantify the role of DA features in predicting
tudent performance. For instance, the informativeness and com-
lexity of utterances expressed by tutors may be greatly related
o student performance [63]. Therefore, in addition to the DA
eatures described above, we further used [63] as a reference and
ngineered another 325 features from the dataset and used them
or predicting the labels of dialogues. These features include:

• Efforts, i.e., the efforts that a tutor/student invested in a
tutorial session, which were measured by calculating the
duration of the tutorial session, the number of utterances
uttered by the tutor/student, and the number of words
contained in those utterances;

• Informativeness, i.e., the informativeness of the utterances
uttered by a tutor/student, which was measured by calculat-
ing the number (or fraction) of unique words and concepts

contained in those utterances;
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Table 3
Top 10 most frequent DAs identified in our dataset (sorted according to the fraction of utterances associated with a specific DA in
the whole dataset in a descending order, i.e., the column All). The top 3 largest fraction numbers in each column are in bold. T
denotes tutors and S denotes students. With PP and Without PP denote With Prior Progress and Without Prior Progress, respectively.
Mann–Whitney tests were applied to examine the difference between any two of the Gap-clarified, Gap-explained, and Gap-bridged
categories in which students had the same level of prior progress. Except for the results marked with the same symbol in a row
(e.g., ♢, †), the others were all significant (p < 0.01).

Dialogue Act Role All Gap-clarified Gap-explained Gap-bridged

With PP Without PP With PP Without PP With PP Without PP

1. General Positive Feedback T 10.16% 9.18% 6.71% 8.16% 7.73% 11.41% 11.16%
2. Information T 8.62% 6.57% 8.03% 9.05% 10.35% 7.77% 8.96%
3. Probing Question T 8.10% 6.81% 7.23% ♢ 8.33% 8.46% ♢ 7.87% 8.50%
4. Yes-No Answer S 7.19% 8.22% 9.49% 6.66% ♢ 7.59% 6.49% ♢ 7.02%
5. WH Answer S 6.41% 6.64% † 6.97% ♢ 6.78% † 6.39% ♢ 6.15% 6.44%
6. Acknowledge S 5.67% 7.37% 7.12% 5.35% ♢ 5.93% 5.32% ♢ 5.34%
7. Request Feedback by Image S 5.10% 8.60% 6.34% ♢ 5.13% 3.84% ♢ 5.45% 3.95%
8. Extra Domain Other T 4.93% 9.43% 11.13% 5.34% 5.70% 3.46% 3.30%
9. Confirmation Question S 4.89% ♢ 5.39% 5.19% 4.65% 4.59% ♢ 4.92% 4.93%
10. Operational Question T 4.73% 7.93% 8.53% 4.12% ♢ 4.45% 3.89% ♢ 3.98%
P
P
s
p
t
d
b

• Complexity, i.e., the complexity of the utterances uttered
by a tutor/student, which was measured by applying Flesch
readability score [65];

• Responsiveness, i.e., the average amount of time that a
student needed to wait before receiving a reply from a tutor
after the student sent an utterance;

• # Questions, i.e., the number of questions asked by a tu-
tor/student in a tutorial session;

• Entrainment, which calculates a score to describe the de-
gree to which tutors’ utterances and students’ utterances
were aligned with each other in a tutorial session;

• Sentiment, i.e., the overall sentiment polarity scores of ut-
terances sent by a tutor/student in a tutorial dialogue;

• Experience, i.e., the number of tutorial sessions that a tu-
tor/student had prior to the current one;

• N-grams. The top 100 most frequent unigrams, bigrams, and
trigrams contained in the utterances of a dialogue.

3.6. Study setup

Model Training for DA Classification. We implemented the clas-
ifier by using a BERT pre-trained language model [60]. For clas-
ifying DA, the number of neurons contained in the classification
ayer coupled with BERT was set to 768 and softmax was selected
as the activation function. The labelled sentences were randomly
split to training, validation, and testing datasets in the ratio of
80%:10%:10%. We set the maximum sequence length to 512 and
fine-tuned on a batch size of 32 for 6 epoches. AdamW optimizer
was used with the learning rate of 2e-5 to optimize the training
of the classifier. All experiments were implemented on Titan GTX
2080ti and 2.50 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2678 v3 CPU processor.

Model Training for Student Performance Prediction. For pre-
dicting student performance, we randomly assigned the dialogues
to the training, validation, and testing datasets in the ratio of
80%:10%:10%. For comparison, we selected random forests as the
baseline method to demonstrate the effectiveness of GTB. Both
random forests and GTB were implemented with the aid of the
scikit-learn1 library in Python and their parameters were
fine-tuned by applying grid search on the validation data, and
then we evaluated the performance of the two methods on the
testing data.

Evaluation Metrics. For both of the two classification tasks above,
we adopted three representative metrics for measuring the com-
petency of the classification models, i.e., Area Under the Curve
(AUC), F1 score, and Cohen’s κ coefficient (Cohen’s κ). We also
present the result of classification accuracy as a reference.

1 https://scikit-learn.org/.
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4. Results

With the method described in 3.3, we built a DA classifier
which successfully assigned correct labels for 75% of the sen-
tences in the labelled dataset. More specifically, the classifier
achieved a performance of 0.742 and 0.828 in terms of F1-score
and AUC, respectively. In particular, the classifier achieved a
Cohen’s κ of 0.735, which demonstrated a sufficient performance
level, especially given the large number of DA contained in our
dataset (i.e., 31 second-level tags). This pre-trained DA classifier
is available at https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA.

In the following, we detail the results obtained in response to
the three RQs raised in Section 1.

4.1. Results on RQ1

The top 10 most frequent second-level DAs are shown in
Table 3. These DAs, in total, accounted for 65.80% of the sen-
tences in the dataset. We can observe that General Positive
Feedback, Information, and Probing Question were ranked
1st, 2nd, and 3rd in the table, respectively. These actions were
often taken by tutors to give necessary hints (Information), to
raise thought-provoking questions (Probing Question), or to
offer positive feedback (General Positive Feedback) to ac-
knowledge students’ achievement. The high occurrence frequency
of such tutor-specific DAs suggests that, in online one-on-one
tutoring, tutors tended to take the lead role in this collaborative
problem-solving process. On the other hand, the most frequent
actions by students were Yes-No Answers (i.e., a tag used to
annotate students’ responses, which typically start with a ‘‘yes’’
or ‘‘no’’, to simple questions), WH Answers (i.e., a tag used to
annotate students’ responses to complex questions with starting
words including ‘‘what ’’, ‘‘why’’, and ‘‘how’’) and Acknowledge
(i.e., a tag used to annotate students’ statements made to express
acknowledgement or agreement to the explanations provided by
tutors), which ranked 4th, 5th, and 6th in the table, respectively.
Again, this is not a surprising result given the large number of the
probing questions raised by tutors.

By differentiating the levels of students’ prior progress, we
can observe several findings in Table 3. Firstly, the fraction of
the DA tag General Positive Feedback given to With-Prior-
rogress students was generally higher than that to Without-Prior-
rogress students in all three session categories. This is not a
urprising result, as indicated in Table 1, a student with prior
rogress was more likely to successfully solve a problem, and
hus received more positive feedback from tutors. Also, in the
ialogues where students successfully solved problems (i.e., Gap-
ridged), tutors had the highest usage of General Positive

https://scikit-learn.org/
https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA
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able 4
he top 10 most frequent action patterns from each category of dialogues. The patterns are sorted according to their occurrence frequency in an descending manner.
he action patterns that occurred in only one performance category of dialogues (i.e., Gap-clarified, Gap-explained, and Gap-bridged) are in bold, and the action
atterns that occurred in only one prior-progress category of dialogues (e.g., With or Without Prior Progress) are marked with ♠. T denotes tutors and S denotes
tudents. Here are the abbreviation of the DA tags: Oprt-Ques (Operational Question), Y-N-Ansr (Yes-No Answer), Req-Fdbk-Img (Request Feedback by Image),
G-Pos-Fdbk (General Positive Feedback), and Prob-Ques (Probing Question).

Gap-clarified Gap-explained Gap-bridged

With Prior Progress

(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Oprt-Ques) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Prob-Ques) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)
(T, Greeting)-(T, Oprt-Ques) (T, Greeting)-(T, Prob-Ques) (T, Greeting)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)-(T, Oprt-Ques) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(S, Y-N-Ansr)
(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) (T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) ♠ (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
(T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) ♠ (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)-(T, Prob-Ques) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) ♠ (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk) (T, G-Pos-Fdbk)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
♠ (T, Greeting)-(T, Greeting) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) (T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr)
♠ (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)-(T, Greeting) ♠ (T, Greeting)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk) ♠ (T, Greeting)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
♠ (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Information) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Prob-Ques)

Without Prior Progress

(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Oprt-Ques) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(S, Y-N-Ansr)
(T, Greeting)-(T, Oprt-Ques) (T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)
(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)-(T, Oprt-Ques) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Information) (T, Greeting)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Prob-Ques) (T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr)
(T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) ♠ (S, Greeting)-(T, Information) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Prob-Ques)
(S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) ♠ (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Oprt-Ques) ♠ (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Oprt-Ques)
♠ (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Oprt-Ques)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) (T, Greeting)-(T, Prob-Ques) (T, G-Pos-Fdbk)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
♠ (T, Oprt-Ques)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, Greeting)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) (S, Req-Fdbk-Img)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
♠ (T, Greeting)-(T, Oprt-Ques)-(S, Y-N-Ansr) ♠ (S, Greeting)-(T, Oprt-Ques) ♠ (S, Y-N-Ansr)-(T, G-Pos-Fdbk)
a

Feedback. This may indicate that positive feedback provided by
tutors to students may be treated as a strong discriminator in
revealing the problem-solving performance of students. Secondly,
Without-Prior-Progress students, compared to With-Prior-Progress
nes, received more Information and Probing Question from
utors in all three session categories. This indicates the extra
caffolding provided by tutors to assist students without making
uch progress in solving problems before entering a tutorial ses-
ion. An interesting observation is that, compared to Gap-bridged
tudents, Gap-explained students tended to receive more In-
ormation hints. Thirdly, it is noted that Without-Prior-Progress

students in the Gap-clarified categories had high usage of Yes-
No-Answer (9.49%). This suggests that tutors might have allo-
cated extra efforts to engage and guide these students by asking
simple questions. Among these questions, some utterances can
be tagged as Operational Questions, e.g., ‘‘Do you have any
progress on it?’’. In addition, tutors in Gap-clarified dialogues used
Extra Domain Othermore frequently than their counterparts in
the other two session categories.

4.2. Results on RQ2

To answer RQ2, we first extracted the frequent action patterns
from all of the dialogues and counted their occurrence frequency
in each category of dialogues (shown in Table 4). Here, we only
considered patterns that appeared at least in 1% sentences in
our dataset. In total, we identified 100 frequent action patterns.
As action patterns consisting of only one DA tag, e.g., Prob-
ing Question and Yes-No Answer, were rather common in
all categories of dialogues, we only present patterns that consist
of at least two DA tags in Table 4. It is worth noting that all
categories of dialogues have action patterns that are only specific
to themselves, respectively. For instance, in Gap-clarified dia-
logues, a student’s request for feedback (Request Feedback by
Image) was often followed by responses from tutors who did not
directly address the problem to be solved, such as Operational
Question (‘‘Are you following me?’’). This, again, signified the
extra efforts invested by a tutor to build the common problem-
solving ground with a student. While scrutinizing the frequent
patterns of Gap-bridged dialogues, we can easily observe that
the same action taken by a student (i.e., Request Feedback
by Image) was often followed by tutors’ General Positive
Feedback. As for the actions followed behind Request Feed-
back by Image in the Gap-explained dialogues, we can observe
a high occurrence of Information (e.g., ‘‘You should add the
value of x’’) and Probing Question (e.g., ‘‘How many elements do
you get?’’), but not General Positive Feedback. These results,
201
together, suggest that a student’s problem-solving performance
can largely be revealed by the varying usage of DA tags like
Operational Question, Information, Probing Question,
nd General Positive Feedback. When comparingWith-Prior-

Progress with Without-Prior-Progress dialogues, we can see that
students with prior progress received more General Positive
Feedback from tutors while students without prior progress
often faced more Operational Questions from tutors. This
further corroborates our findings presented in Table 3.

With the aid of TraMineR, we identified a total of 100 dis-
criminant action patterns that could be used to distinguish among
the three categories of dialogues. The top 10 most discriminant
patterns from the group With Prior Progress and Without Prior
Progress are presented in Table 5. Interestingly, all of the top 10
patterns in both groups contained at least one of the following
three DA tags pertinent to tutors, i.e., General Positive Feed-
back, Probing Question, and Information. This corroborates
the findings presented in Table 4. This suggests that, when ap-
plying machine learning to predict the likelihood of a student
successfully solving a task in a real-time manner, the thought-
provoking questions asked by tutors and the hints and feedback
provided by tutors can potentially be regarded as strong dis-
criminators to distinguish different categories of tutorial sessions.
Interestingly, General Positive Feedback is of a higher occur-
rence in the action patterns of Without-Prior-Progress dialogues
that those of With-Prior-Progress dialogues in our case.

4.3. Results on RQ3

For RQ3, we aimed to investigate the extent to which DAs
can be used to reveal students’ problem-solving performance. It
should be noted that, in the real-world tutorial scenarios, the
earlier an unsuccessful session can be identified, the more inter-
ventions a tutor can take to help a student. Therefore, we were
particularly interested in investigating whether the observed ac-
tions and action patterns displayed a varying predictive power
as a tutorial session progressed. To this end, we selected the
first N utterance in a tutorial dialogue to extract the DA features
described in Section 3.5 as input for both GTB and random forests,
and the results are depicted in Fig. 1 (the dash lines). We used
Nϵ [5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 35, 40] as well as all of the available utter-
ances as input for student performance prediction (denoted as
ALL in Fig. 1). Based on Fig. 1, we can conclude that GTB was
generally more effective than random forests in predicting stu-
dent performance in terms of all the evaluation metrics, though
the performance of these two models was relatively limited. For
instance, the performance discrepancy between GTB and random
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able 5
he top 10 discriminant actions or action patterns in the group of With Prior Progress and Without Prior Progress. Action patterns that only occurred in either With

Prior Progress or Without Prior Progress are in bold. Here, T denotes tutors and S denotes students. The value of Pearson Residual is used to compare the dispersion
of the observed action pattern with the expected occurrence. The action patterns are sorted according to their Pearson Chi-square statistics in each group in a
descending order, which indicate the extent to which an action pattern can be used to discriminate the three different categories of dialogues.

Action Patterns Pearson residual

Gap-clarified Gap-explained Gap-bridged

With prior progress

1 (T, Information)-(T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -22.87 -3.34 13.62
2 (T, Probing Question)-(T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -19.78 -2.60 11.62
3 (S, Request Feedback by Image)-(T, Information)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -20.25 -0.17 10.59
4 (T, Information)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -20.25 -0.17 10.59
5 (T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, Information)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -22.48 -0.96 12.16
6 (T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, Probing Question)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -19.67 -1.46 10.97
7 (T, Information)-(T, Probing Question)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -22.80 -0.99 12.34
8 (T, Greeting)-(T, Information)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -20.21 -0.06 10.51
9 (T, Probing Question)-(T, Probing Question)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -21.09 -1.02 11.47
10 (T, Information)-(T, Information)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -23.41 0.01 12.13

Without prior progress

1 (T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -24.35 -4.64 16.33
2 (T, Probing Question)-(T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -24.06 -3.97 15.73
3 (T, Information)-(T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -24.72 -3.97 16.09
4 (T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -20.99 -2.02 12.76
5 (S, Request Feedback by Image)-(T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -20.98 -2.02 12.76
6 (T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, Probing Question)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -23.83 -2.60 14.70
7 (T, Information)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -22.13 0.08 11.99
8 (S, Request Feedback by Image)-(T, Information)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -22.12 0.09 11.99
9 (S, Yes-No-Answer)-(T, General Positive Feedback)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -22.07 -2.61 13.75
10 (T, Probing Question)-(T, General Positive Feedback) -20.69 -0.13 11.35
Fig. 1. The performance of GTB and random forests in predicting student performance in solving problems.
orests measured by the F1 score remained rather stable regard-
ess of the number of input utterances. We can make similar
bservations when scrutinizing other evaluation metrics. When
aking all of the available utterances as input, GTB achieved the
erformance of 0.779, 0.769, 0.577, and 0.777 as measured by
ccuracy, F1 score, AUC, and Cohen’s κ , respectively. These results
mply there is still space to further boost the prediction perfor-
ance. Therefore, we further incorporated the non-DA features

ogether with the DA features as input to the models for student
erformance prediction (the solid lines in Fig. 1). Unsurprisingly,
he results indicate that both GTB and random forests achieved
etter prediction performance when taking both DA and non-DA
eatures into account. If we take GTB (N = 10) as an example, we
can see that the Accuracy was boosted from 0.610 to 0.680 and
the F1 score was boosted from 0.475 to 0.620. The results of GTB
for N = ALL showed that the model achieved Cohen’s κ score
of 0.632, which indicates a substantial prediction performance.
This suggests that, though being useful in characterizing different
categories of tutorial sessions, tutors’ tutoring actions and action
patterns were insufficient in revealing students’ problem-solving
 p
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performance in online one-on-one tutoring. To gain a better un-
derstanding of the distinctive predictive power of different types
of features, we further conducted an ablation test. That is, the
contribution made by a feature is calculated as the difference
between the prediction performance of a model when including
the feature and that when excluding the feature [66]. Due to the
limited space, we presented the results of the ablation test in
the electronic appendix.2 We found that the N-grams features
(e.g., terms and phrases like ‘‘great ’’ and ‘‘good job’’ in the positive
feedback provided by tutors) were of particular importance in
predicting students’ problem-solving performance.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The construction of dialogue-based ITS with adequate peda-
gogic expertise is a longstanding task in the pathway towards

2 Accessible via https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA/blob/main/DA_Appendix.
df.

https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA/blob/main/DA_Appendix.pdf
https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA/blob/main/DA_Appendix.pdf
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elivering on-time, personalized, and meaningful learning expe-
iences to students. Though quite some studies have been carried
ut, these studies often ignored the analysis of unsuccessful tu-
orial sessions and seldom paid attention to the reasons behind
hese unsuccessful tutorial sessions. This motivated us to analyse
large-scale dialogue corpus (over 14 K), which consisted of
oth successful and unsuccessful online human–human tutorial
essions, to identify frequent tutoring strategies adopted by tutors
nd further use these tutoring strategies for predicting students’
roblem-solving performance. Through extensive analysis and
valuations, our study provided empirical evidence to support
xisting good practices for developing dialogue-based ITS and
ontributed to the research of educational dialogue analysis with
he following main findings:

• Overall, tutors often took actions to provide feedback and
information to students and to raise questions to guide
students to solve problems. Correspondingly, students took
more actions in answering questions or expressing agree-
ment with tutors and acceptance of the provided explana-
tions or solutions.

• In tutorial sessions where students delivered correct or par-
tially correct solutions to the problems, tutors tended to
ask more thought-provoking questions, offer more infor-
mation hints, and pose less irrelevant statements or ques-
tions to students compared to tutorial sessions with lower
problem-solving performance.

• If a student had made certain progress in solving a problem
before entering a tutorial session, the student was likely to
receive fewer hints and thought-provoking questions from a
tutor, but still had a higher chance to successfully solve the
task and received more positive feedback from the tutor.

• Positive feedback expressed by tutors can be used as a
strong discriminator to differentiate dialogues of different
student performance in solving problems.

• DA and DA patterns alone were insufficient to reveal the
problem-solving performance of students and should be
utilized together with other relevant factors (e.g., the in-
formativeness, complexity, and the sentimental polarities of
the utterance).

• We have released a DA classifier, which was constructed by
applying state-of-the-art pre-trained language model BERT,
to better support researchers for relevant research studies,
which is accessible via https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA.

.1. Implications

Firstly, utterances with tags such as Information, Probing
Question, Operational Questions, and General Positive
Feedback can be used to characterize tutorial sessions with
different level of student performance. As reported in Table 3, the
top three most frequently used tutorial dialogue actions taken
by tutors in our dataset were General Positive Feedback,
nformation, and Probing Question. These tutorial actions,
specially General Positive Feedback such as ‘‘Correct!’’ and

‘‘Great!’’, were more frequently observed in successful tutorial
sessions (i.e., Gap-bridged), which is also evident in Tables 4
and 5. In fact, this is in line with the findings presented by
previous studies [11,24,67], which suggested that the positive
feedback provided by tutors played a vital role in verifying the
correctness of the students’ work, increasing a students’ level of
self-efficacy in accomplishing a learning task and encouraging
the student to proceed with the remaining activities [67]. This
implies that tutors providing online one-on-one tutoring service
may consider, whenever it is appropriate, providing timely and
adequate positive feedback to acknowledge students’ achieve-
ments and further motivate them to deliver correct solutions.
203
Though it might be possible that Gap-bridged students generally
had a higher level of prior knowledge than their counterparts
of the other two categories, which enabled them to be more
likely to solve problems and thus received more positive feedback
from tutors [68]. Future research should investigate the impact of
students’ prior knowledge on solving learning problems and what
strategies should be utilized to better scaffold students with a low
level of prior knowledge in our future research.

Secondly, the use of strategies like Probing Question and
Information should be dependent on a student’s level of prior
progress. For instance, as shown in Table 3, With-Prior-Progress
students generally received less Information hints than their
Without-Prior-Progress counterparts. This observation is in line
with the findings presented in [67], i.e., tutors should provide
more scaffolding to students with little progress being made.
Besides, we observed that, compared to Gap-explained dialogues,
there was a lower usage of Information in Gap-bridged dia-
logues. Previous studies (e.g., [67,69]) showed that, to effectively
engage a student in a learning task, tutors should avoid scaffold-
ing the student with excessive information hints. Given that it
might be rather challenging for tutors to determine a suitable
amount of information hints to be provided to students in prac-
tice, we plan to develop automatic methods to measure the levels
of both confusion and engagement of students and help tutors (or
dialogue-based ITS) better direct their teaching efforts.

Thirdly, the failure of a tutorial session might not be entirely
attributed to the extra use of DA tags that were not directly
related to solving a learning problem. Table 3 shows that there
was a higher occurrence of Extra Domain Other and Oper-
ational Question in Gap-clarified dialogues than the other
two categories. To investigate the underlying reasons causing
the use of such extra problem-solving-irrelevant utterances, we
manually checked 200 randomly selected Gap-clarified dialogues
which contained utterances tagged as Extra Domain Other and
Operational Question, and found several issues. A common
one is that tutors did not give enough time to a student to
think and work on a problem and frequently asked operational
questions like ‘‘Are you working on the problem?’’, which caused
extra pressure to the student and further impeded her from
solving the problem. Another common issue is that there were
communication issues between tutors and students (e.g., ‘‘I am
sorry. I don’t understand what you are trying to say’’ and ‘‘Let’s
clarify the information a bit ’’). These communication issues, often-
times, made a student quit a tutorial session before being able
to receive any meaningful guidance. In addition, we observed
there was a small portion of dialogues (about 12%) in which a
student played against the rules (e.g., a student uttered ‘‘Just give
e the answer!’’ and then a tutor replied with ‘‘I know you might
e frustrated, but handling out easy answers goes against our pledge
nd hurts you in the long run’’) or a tutor did not provide timely
esponses (e.g., ‘‘Sorry for the late reply’’), which also tended to
ake the student terminate the tutorial session before receiving
elp. These findings indicate that, when providing online tutoring
ervice or designing dialogue-based ITS, appropriate methods
hould be developed to (i) remind tutors to allow students to have
nough time to work on problems and provide timely feedback
o them, (ii) facilitate the communication process between tutors
nd students (e.g., using a digital whiteboard), and (iii) provide
tudents with a clear guideline (e.g., it is disallowed to directly
hare answers with students) to avoid potential misunderstand-
ngs held by certain students about the terms of service of the
utoring service and system.

Fourthly, GTB can be used to detect potentially successful
utorial sessions in real-world tutoring practices. As depicted
n Fig. 1, GTB was capable of accurately classifying about 68%
utorial dialogues by only taking the first 10 utterances as input.

https://github.com/bertDA/BertDA
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Fig. 2. The classification accuracy for sentences of different length.

With more utterances taken into account, the prediction accu-
racy kept increasing. This demonstrated that GTB is a reliable
machine learning method that can be of practical use to locate
potentially unsuccessful dialogues from effective ones. With these
potentially unsuccessful dialogues detected in the early stage of a
tutorial session, we expect that more interventions (e.g., changing
a tutoring strategy) can be taken to better engage and assist a
student.

5.2. Limitations

Misclassified Dialogue Acts. Recall that the DA classifier we
presented in Section 3.3 was only able to deliver correct la-
bels for 75% sentences in the labelled dataset, which suggests
there is still certain improvement space. To gain a more in-
depth understanding of the performance of the DA classifier, we
calculated the prediction accuracy for each DA tag and found
that some tags were more likely to be correctly identified by
the classifier than others. For instance, the classifier was ca-
pable of distinguishing tags with characteristic keywords that
rarely occurred in other tags, e.g., Greeting with keywords like
‘‘hello’’ and ‘‘welcome’’ and General Positive Feedback with
keywords like ‘‘great ’’, ‘‘correct ’’, and ‘‘awesome’’. On the other
hand, we noticed that tags with relatively fewer training sam-
ples were more likely to be misclassified. For instance, the DA
Elaborated Positive Feedback, which was related to only
2.08% sentences in our labelled dataset, was often misclassified
as General Positive Feedback. Though Elaborated Pos-
itive Feedback can also be characterized by keywords like
‘‘great ’’ and ‘‘correct ’’, sentences of this DA tag often contained
more fine-grained information (e.g., ‘‘Your formula for period is
correct!’’). Our DA classifier was unable to distinguish this minor
difference when there was a lack of enough training samples of
Elaborated Positive Feedback. This suggests, for the future
improvement of DA identification, it is worthwhile to label more
tutorial sentences, especially those with tags of a low occurrence
frequency, to enable the classifier to capture the fine-grained
difference between various DA tags.

Next, as an initial step to investigate whether the amount
of information contained in a sentence would likely impact the
prediction performance of the classifier, we treated the number
of words contained in a sentence as a proxy of the amount of
information conveyed in the sentence, and plot the classification
accuracy for sentences of different length in Fig. 2. Interestingly,
we observed that, in our case, the classifier tended to deliver
better performance when a sentence is particularly short ([1, 5])
or particularly long (>= 26) than the other sentences. However,
considering that, as demonstrated before, the classifier tended
204
Table 6
Examples of the predicted DA tags delivered by the BERT-based classifier. Here
are the abbreviation of the DA tags: Oprt-Ques (Operational Question), Extr-
Dom-Othr (Extra Domain Other Statement), Y-N-Ansr (Yes-No Answer), and
Ack (Acknowledge).
Role Sentence Actual Prediction

Tutor Anything else I can help you with? Oprt-Ques Oprt-Ques
Student Awesome! Extr-Dom-Othr Y-N-Ansr
Student That should be all thank you Y-N-Ansr Ack

to deliver varying performance when dealing with different DA
tags, we could not conclude that the particularly short or long
sentences were favoured by the classifier. In the future, it would
be worthwhile to label more data for each DA tag, especially
DA tags associated with sentences of varying lengths, and fur-
ther investigate the impact of sentence length on the prediction
performance of the classifier.

Lastly, we observed that, for certain sentences, the wrong
identification of DA tags could be explained by the lack of enough
contextual information. As described in Section 3.3, when pre-
dicting the DA tag for a sentence, the text of the preceding
sentence was incorporated as part of the input to capture rele-
vant contextual information. However, as shown in Table 6, the
contextual information related to a sentence might span more
than one preceding sentence. That is, the student’s response ‘‘That
should be all thank you’’ was uttered to answer the question raised
by the tutor (‘‘Anything else I can help you with?’’), but this re-
sponse was preceded by another response uttered by the student
(i.e., ‘‘Awesome!’’). Therefore, the question raised by the tutor was
not taken into account and the DA tag of ‘‘That should be all thank
you’’ was misclassified as Acknowledge. This suggests that, to
further improve the prediction performance of the DA classifier,
it might be worthwhile to take additional contextual information
(i.e., more than one proceeding sentence) into account.

Students’ Performance Analysis Firstly, the categorical labels of
the tutorial dialogues, i.e., Gap-clarified, Gap-explained, and Gap-
bridged, were derived by one educational expert. Though a sanity
check, which involved a second educational expert to use the
same coding rules to label 500 dialogues randomly selected from
the whole dataset, was conducted and a percentage agreement
score of 0.884 was reached, future research efforts should be
allocated to explore other methods to enhance the validity of
the labelling results (e.g., employing crowd-sourcing workers to
label the whole dataset). Secondly, as indicated before, students
in certain dialogues played against the rules by asking tutors
to directly share answers with them or students quit tutorial
sessions because of not receiving timely responses from tutors.
After manually scrutinizing 200 randomly-selected Gap-clarified
dialogues, we found 12% were of this kind. We leave the au-
tomatic identification and exclusion of such dialogues for more
fine-grained analysis for the future research. Thirdly, it has been
widely recognized that the prior knowledge level of a student can
significantly impact her performance in a learning task [70]. For
instance, students with high prior knowledge, compared to those
with low prior knowledge, are able to solve a learning problem
with less information hints [71]. However, the information about
students’ prior knowledge level was not available in our dataset.
As a remedy, we took into the level of prior progress achieved
by a student before entering a tutorial session and demonstrated
similar findings, i.e., students with prior progress were able to
solve problems with less information hints compared to their
counterparts without any prior progress. In the future, it would
be worthwhile to further distinguish students’ prior progress
in a more fine-grained level (e.g., without progress, with small
progress, and with much progress) and analyse its impact on
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tudents’ problem-solving behaviours and performance. Fourthly,
e did not separate the analysis of dialogues of different subjects
i.e., math, chemistry and physics) in this study. Given that about
2% of the dialogues in our current dataset related to math tutor-
ng, we plan to collect more dialogues of physics and chemistry
o enrich the dataset, separate the dialogues of different subject
reas for analysis, and further provide more in-depth insights to
upport the tutoring practices in different subject areas in our fu-
ure work. Fifthly, though our work successfully revealed tutoring
trategies that were frequently observed in both successful and
nsuccessful tutorial dialogues, it still remains largely unknown
hen these tutoring strategies should be or should not be used.
o further guide the development of future dialogue-based ITS,
uture research should focus on the content analysis of the ut-
erances related to each DA tag and investigate the relationship
etween these DA tags and other relevant tags, e.g., whether
tudents’ statements specifying their confusion (i.e., the DA tag
ot Understanding) always triggers an action from tutors to
rovide hints (i.e., the DA tag Information) and whether the
ontinued use of such hint-providing actions likely promotes
etter student performance. For this purpose, causal models [72,
3] can be explored in future research. Lastly, though GTB was

demonstrated to be effective in predicting students’ problem-
solving performance, there is still space to further improve the
prediction performance. Given the wide success achieved by deep
neural networks in tackling various types of tasks, especially
those in the field of natural language processing, future research
should investigate methods based on deep neural networks to
deliver more accurate student performance predictions.
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